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I. The Task

What are the most important challenges private law faces? Part of the answer to this question likely depends on upcoming changes in the empirical external reality in which private law operates. But this question—my task in this chapter—goes deeper than that. Private law, like law more generally, is a justificatory practice: because law claims to have the legitimate authority over monopolised power in society, its carriers must always justify its prescriptions and should moreover seek to further improve the law so that it lives up to its implicit and often imperfectly executed promises. This means that an important source of law’s challenges comes from within; that at least a subset of the challenges of private law is dependent upon the value of private law. My efforts in this chapter will follow this path: I will offer a normatively attractive conception of private law, and will seek to identify the challenges this conception presents to the various legal actors who participate in the evolution of private law or affect its development.

My interpretation of private law, which builds on prior work I have done both as a single author and in collaboration with Avihay Dorfman as well as with Michael Heller, begins with some dissatisfaction with the prevailing approaches to private law. Indeed, much of private law theory seems to be dominated by deadlock between apologies of its traditional, normatively disappointing conception as the ‘law for persons regarded as … morally self-sufficient atoms’, on the one hand, and its radical deconstruction as a garden-variety mode of regulation, on the other. This predicament is both surprising and disappointing. It is surprising because private law theory has become a thriving industry in legal academe


in the past few years. It is disappointing because the fact of our interdependence renders private law an indispensable part of the fabric of our social life. This means that discarding the intrinsic value of private law unacceptably collapses the social to the public; it renders our interpersonal relationships subordinate and subservient to our vertical relationships as co-citizens. It also means that conceptualising the value of these horizontal relationships in libertarian terms cannot possibly comply with the most fundamental commitments of any liberal polity to individual self-authorship (or self-determination) and to substantive equality. These pitfalls of the existing approaches to private law become particularly unfortunate in an era of globalisation, in which our legal environment is increasingly shaped by private law beyond the state.³

Private law theory can do better. At its best, I will argue, private law—either common law or equity; judge-made law or statutory⁴—establishes ideal frameworks for respectful interaction between self-determining individuals, which are indispensable for a society where all recognise one another as genuinely free and equal agents. Only private law—the law of our interpersonal (horizontal) relationships—can form and sustain the variety of frameworks necessary for our ability to lead our chosen conception of life. And only private law can cast them as interactions between free and equal individuals who respect one another as the persons they actually are, thus vindicating the demands of relational justice—hence the two animating principles of a liberal (that is, autonomy-based) private law: structural pluralism and interpersonal accommodation.

Building on this account of private law, I offer a preliminary survey of three important challenges to private law in a liberal society. One challenge, prompted by the injunction of structural pluralism, is that of identifying missing frameworks: detecting spheres of life in which private law fails to supply a sufficiently diverse set of alternative property institutions or contract types and is thus insufficiently autonomy-enhancing. Another type of challenge emerges whenever the constitutive good(s) of the social practice that the parties engage in are in tension with the injunction of interpersonal accommodation. These cases require private law to either allow these goods to override the injunction of interpersonal accommodation or else discard or reform the pertinent legal (and social) practice. Finally, because the intrinsic value of private law does not require private law and public law to be treated as mutually exclusive categories, private law can consider utilising public law (vertical) mechanisms that can help secure its horizontal mission and furthermore, must be careful not to undermine the liberal state’s commitments to distributive justice, democratic citizenship, and aggregate welfare. This chapter thus concludes with a consideration of the ways in which private law can coordinate with public law, namely: either supplement its doctrinal framework with a regulatory infrastructure or adapt it in order to address pertinent public commitments while still meeting the demands of relational justice.


⁴ Indeed, as the text implies, the distinction between public and private law cannot plausibly turn on the question of whether the legal doctrine at hand is legislative or judge-made. While the choice of institutional design is not necessarily indifferent to this distinction, it seems indisputable—at least if we accept the European codes as respectable manifestations of private law—that legislatures, and not only judges, are authorised to promulgate private law doctrines and, moreover, that they can do so just as well as their peers from the court.
II. Autonomy-Based Private Law

A. Theoretical Deadlock

The traditional view of private law—shared by libertarians, modern Kantians (and Hegelians) and many liberal egalitarians—considers private law to be that part of our law that is resistant to demanding interpersonal claims. Per this view, even if commitment to people’s self-determination and thus to their substantive equality has any bearing on the law, it should not affect private law. Some argue that such values are irrelevant in this context because private law precedes our social contract;\(^5\) others invoke the traditional private-public distinction regarding a division of labour between the responsibility of the state to provide a fair starting point for all and the responsibility of the individual to pursue her ends using her fair share.\(^6\) Either way, these accounts agree that private law should be guided by a commitment to individual independence and thus subscribe to a private law libertarian position. This position is manifested in the prevailing conceptualisation of property around the owner’s right to exclude and of contract as solely the product of the parties’ will.\(^7\)

This traditional understanding of private law has been harshly criticised. Critics oppose the traditional private-public distinction by highlighting private law’s distributive effects and emphasising the public nature of the choices on which it relies. They further condemn the discursive effects of this distinction that obscures regressive features of private law and improperly shields it from critical scrutiny.\(^8\) Some critics conclude that private law is merely one form of regulation and insist that the distinction between private and public law derives solely from the instrumental characteristics of these regulatory devices.\(^9\) One implication of this view is that the only live question in examining proposals for the collectivisation of a traditionally private law doctrine—for example, tort law—is one of comparative performance.

The traditional accounts of private law as the law of independence deserve both conceptual and normative disapproval. Private law relies on public choices, and critics are thus correct to resist the attempt to immunise any of its current components from critical scrutiny. A private law libertarian regime is also normatively disappointing because even a public law that is committed, as the traditional view prescribes, to redress its pitfalls would fail given two facts about our human condition—our interdependence and our personal difference—that account for the profound implications of the law governing our
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interpersonal relationships on our ability to lead our life.\(^\text{10}\) And yet, the critics’ reductionist account of private law that ignores its unique nature is no more acceptable. By confusing their justified criticism of private law libertarianism with a wholesale critique of the possibility of a private law, these critics threaten to efface private law’s value and eradicate its potentially virtuous role.

B. Self-Authorship and Interpersonal Relationships

So why is the traditional conception of private law problematic and how can we envision private law differently? Private law’s traditional conception relies on an ideal of just terms of interactions featuring a conception of the person as formally free and equal. In this conception, people are equal in their interpersonal relationships if none is the superior or subordinate of another; and each person is free as against all of the others, because entitled to set and pursue his or her own conception of the good, rather than depending upon the conceptions of others.\(^\text{11}\) While die-hard libertarians subscribe to this position because, for them, independence and formal equality are the only legitimate commitments of law tout court, the liberal conventional position takes seriously individual self-determination—and thus also substantive equality—but nonetheless excludes these values (at least in principle) from private law. Division-of-labour liberals insist that the polity’s responsibility to these values is purely vertical, that it does not—indeed should not—affect our horizontal relationships, and that as long as we respect each other’s independence and formal equality we bear no responsibility to each other’s autonomy and need not be concerned with claims for substantive equality. They argue that assuming that the state complies with its vertical obligations, all that free individuals need in order to form, pursue, and succeed in realising the conception of their life—including their preferred interpersonal arrangements—is properly provided by the conventional conceptions of property as ‘sole and despotic dominion’ and contract as a means for delineating boundaries of protected domains.\(^\text{12}\)

But this understanding of private law, which renders the canonical liberal commitments to individual self-determination (and not merely independence) and to substantive (and not merely formal) equality irrelevant to our interpersonal relationship, is profoundly unsatisfying. Discarding liberalism’s most important commitments from the realm of private law is troubling due to two facts of our human condition: human interdependence and personal difference.

Our practical affairs are deeply interdependent. They are replete with interactions with others, ranging from fairly trivial transactions to the most crucial relationships in our lives, such as those related to family, friends, work, and other significant positions we come to occupy in society. These interactions can take either voluntary or involuntary forms of being with others. We invite, and are invited by others, to join projects, occasionally because social interaction is critical to the project, and on other occasions for more instrumental reasons, whereby enlisting others makes our projects possible or practical. Our projects also

\(^{10}\) See Dagan, Property (n 1) ch 3; H Dagan, Reconstructing American Legal Realism & Rethinking Private Law Theory (New York, Oxford University Press, 2013) chs 5 and 8.


might render vulnerable the legitimate interests of other people, including those who stand beyond the privity of such a joint project. Indeed, the ability to lead one’s life in general, and certainly successfully so, is influenced at almost every turn by both of these forms of interaction. The traditional conception of private law renounces the responsibility of private law to facilitate such interactions; thus, it compromises the significance of our interpersonal relationships to our conceptions of the good life.

Moreover, the significance of our standing in relation to others also implies that the terms of the interactions that arise under conditions of interdependence should be assessed as just or unjust. In this context, the traditional conception is, once again, disappointing, especially given the fact of personal difference, namely, the fact that we all constitute our own distinctive personhoods against the background of our peculiar circumstances. The traditional conception of private law replaces a concern for what it is for real people to relate to one another as free and equal agents, with a concern for what it is for equal abstract beings to relate to one another. By assigning the sole responsibility to address our personal differences to public law, this conception implicitly rejects any claims private individuals may place on one another as a matter of relational justice.

Taking seriously the facts of interdependence and of personal difference implies that the liberal commitments to individual self-determination and to substantive equality are just as crucial to our horizontal relationships as they are to our vertical ones, although they may entail different implications in these different dimensions. An individual person is free not merely in the formal sense of not being subordinated to the choice of another, but rather in the more demanding sense of being able to make meaningful choices about how his or her own life should go. Indeed, as John Rawls writes, free individuals act on their capacity ‘to have, to revise, and rationally to pursue a conception of the good.’ A person can be ‘free’ in the former sense just because no one else gets to be in a position of domination over her, but nothing beyond this point speaks for this person’s ability to form, pursue, and succeed in realising a conception of the good. A fully human life entitles people, as HLA Hart remarked, to self-determination, which requires a measure of independence but ‘is not something automatically guaranteed by a structure of negative rights.’ And if a just relationship stands for reciprocal respect of each party’s claim for self-determination, relational justice cannot be exhausted by the duty of non-interference; at times, it may require law to proactively facilitate people’s cooperative efforts and furthermore impose certain affirmative duties of accommodation founded on such a robust notion of interpersonal respect.

C. Self-Authorship and Private Law Theory

Indeed, a genuinely liberal theory of private law must take seriously law’s commitment to autonomy as self-authorship or self-determination. Therefore, it must adhere to the unique responsibility of private law to offer a repertoire of institutions for interpersonal relationships that responds to various forms of valuable human interaction, and should thus be
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sufficiently distinct from one another so as to offer people meaningful choice for any given sphere of social activity and interaction. A liberal private law should construct these institutions in line with the injunction of interpersonal respect for self-determination, namely: require parties to meaningfully recognise each other as free and equal persons and thus respect each other not only as mere bearers of a generic human capacity for choice, but rather as the persons they actually are.

As Joseph Raz explains, autonomy requires not only appropriate mental abilities and independence but also ‘an adequate range of options’. While a wide range of valuable sets of social forms is available to societies pursuing the ideal of autonomy, autonomy ‘cannot be obtained within societies which support social forms which do not leave enough room for individual choice’. For choice to be effective, and for autonomy to be meaningful, there must be (other things being equal) ‘more valuable options than can be chosen, and they must be significantly different’, so that choices involve ‘tradeoffs, which require relinquishing one good for the sake of another’. Indeed, given the diversity of acceptable human goods from which autonomous people should be able to choose, and the distinct constitutive value of these goods, the state must recognise a sufficiently diverse set of robust frameworks for people to organise their lives.

Autonomy’s prescription of pluralism is relevant to law because many of these frameworks cannot be actualised without active support of viable legal institutions (or law-like social conventions). The insights of both lawyer economists and critical scholars are instrumental in establishing this point: the former demonstrate how many of our existing practices rely on legal (or law-like) devices that help overcome numerous types of transaction costs, such as information costs, cognitive biases, and heightened risks of opportunistic behaviour; the latter remind us how many of these options become available to us only due to cultural conventions that are often, especially in modern times, legally constructed. Therefore, a commitment to personal autonomy by fostering diversity and multiplicity cannot be properly accomplished through a hands-off policy and a hospitable attitude to freedom of contract. Rather, the liberal state should ‘enable individuals to pursue valid conceptions of the good’ by proactively providing ‘a multiplicity of valuable options’. Accordingly, a structurally pluralist private law includes diverse types of private law institutions, each incorporating a different value or different balance of values. The boundaries between these institutions should be open, enabling people to freely choose their own ends, principles, forms of life, and associations by navigating their way among various institutions. While at a certain point the marginal value created by adding another distinct institution is likely to be nominal in terms of autonomy, pluralism implies that private law’s supply of these multiple institutions should be guided not only by demand. Although demand for certain institutions generally justifies their legal facilitation, the absence of demand should not necessarily foreclose it insofar as these institutions add valuable options of human flourishing that significantly broaden people’s choices. Only in this way can private law recognise and promote the autonomy-enhancing role of multiplicity.
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18 See Dagan, *Property* (n 1) chs 1 and 4.
19 Raz (n 16) 133, 162, 265.
A satisfying conception of private law should not only appreciate its indispensable role in forming and sustaining the variety of frameworks for our interpersonal interactions which are necessary to our ability to form and lead the conception of our life. It should also affirm and vindicate our claims from one another to relational justice, which derives from a robust notion of interpersonal respect to each other’s right of self-determination. In other words, it should conceptualise these frameworks as interactions between free and equal individuals who respect each other given the persons they actually are. Indeed, given personal differences and the significance of our interdependence to our self-determination, relational justice—the dimension of justice that focuses on the terms of our interactions as private individuals, rather than as patients of state institutions or as citizens—cannot contend with the requirement, endorsed by both modern Kantians and division-of-labour liberal egalitarians, that people respect each other as independent and formally equal individuals. Rather, if private law is to rely on a normatively defensible conception of justice, it must cast our interpersonal interactions in terms of relationships between self-determining individuals who respect each other given the persons they actually are. Thus, for persons to relate as equals, private law must structure the terms of their interaction so that it consists of the person as a substantively, rather than formally, free and equal agent. \textit{Pace} the traditional commitment to formal freedom and equality, these terms of interaction must not be specified in complete disregard of circumstances as well as constitutive choices—choices which pertain to people’s ground projects (as opposed to their brute preferences)—insofar as they are crucial for the interacting parties’ ability to act as self-determining agents. An autonomy-enhancing private law thus requires exactly the kind of accommodative structure that the traditional conception of private law denies.\footnote{See Dagan and Dorfman (n 1).}

D. From Theory to Law

Both the prescription of structural pluralism and the injunction of relational justice challenge mainstream private law theories. But they are by no means strangers to private law itself. Quite the contrary, the conception of private law summarised above renders the theory of private law \textit{more} loyal to its practice, because private law as we know it is quite different from its conventional (libertarian) theoretical portrayal. Properly interpreted, private law is committed to enhancing our autonomy, rather than merely to safeguarding our independence. Accordingly, it is by and large structurally pluralist, rather than monist; and it does not content itself with formal equality, but rather increasingly aims at vindicating our substantive equality.

Thus, as I have demonstrated elsewhere, the renewed orthodoxy of property as exclusion\footnote{See, eg, J Penner, \textit{The Idea of Property in Law} (Oxford, Clarendon Press, 1997); Merrill and Smith (n 7).} fails to properly account for property because it marginalises constitutive characteristics of property—notably, governance and inclusion, reflecting the two implications of an autonomy-enhancing understanding of property regarding structural pluralism and interpersonal accommodation respectively. A structurally pluralist conception of property, by contrast, remedies both failures. While appreciating the importance of law’s support of the fee simple absolute, given its indispensable role for people’s independence,
it resists the way exclusion theory privileges this institution and suppresses others as variations or exceptions. This understanding of property takes the heterogeneity of our existing property law seriously. It also highlights how property’s internal life is structured by a wide range of sophisticated governance regimes aimed at facilitating various forms of interpersonal relationships.

Similar observations apply to contract. Notwithstanding the great, unifying force of the so-called classical contract theory, contract law is not the shapeless, ‘general’ law taught to generations of first-year students. Diverse family, work, home, and consumer contract types are at least as central to our shared contracting experience as are widget sales. Furthermore, it should be no surprise that the values plausibly animating marriage, employment, and consumer transactions differ from each other and from those driving commercial sales, and moreover that the contract types within each of these contractual spheres offer individuals choices among divergent values. Indeed, contract’s core role in a liberal polity is to serve autonomy: contract enhances self-authorship by enabling people legitimately to enlist others in advancing their own projects, goals, and purposes. But in order to properly comply with this important mission contract law must follow, as it by and large does, the structurally pluralist prescription and ensure the availability of distinct, normatively attractive types within each contractual sphere.

The prescription of interpersonal accommodation also typifies private law. Thus, my critique of the exclusion theory of property demonstrated that in line with this prescription, inclusion is sometimes inherent in property; for example, this is demonstrated by the law of fair housing, which prohibits discrimination in the sale or rental of residential dwellings. Refusing to consider a would-be buyer of a dwelling merely because of her skin colour (for example) fails to respect the individual on her own terms, in violation of the autonomy-based private law injunction of relational justice. Buying and renting a dwelling (a major decision of self-determination) exposes people to discriminatory practices at the hands of some home owners and landlords. Thus, regardless of whether the state takes care of its obligations—in terms of supplying sufficient housing options to all and sustaining integrative residential communities—private law must not, and does not, authorise social relationships that proceed in defiance of the equal standing and the autonomy of the person subject to discrimination.

The law of fair housing is by no means the only example for private law’s compliance with the injunction of just relationships. There are quite a few other manifestations of this underlying commitment, both within property law (such as the law of public accommodations or the fair use doctrine in copyright) and outside property law (think about the law of workplace accommodation). A particularly revealing example comes from the way
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24 See Dagan and Heller (n 1).
25 See Dagan, Property (n 1) ch 2.
26 Ibid 48–52.
27 See Dagan and Dorfman (n 1). See also below text accompanying nn 78–79. There are numerous other doctrines of private law—including the veteran common law rules that help solve collective action problems or oblige recipients of mistaken payments to reverse mistakes for which they have no responsibility—which cannot plausibly be accounted for by the libertarian conception of private law, and seem straightforward implications of the injunction of reciprocal respect to self-determination and substantive equality.
accident law addresses people’s differing competencies to constrain risky conduct in cases of negligent infliction of loss to life and limb. Overlooking the victim’s special makeup in prescribing our interpersonal duties—as the traditional conception of private law implies—is incompatible with an ideal of relating as genuine equals and with respecting one of freedom’s most basic ingredients: the interest in staying alive and physically well in the face of the risky conduct. Fortunately, current law by and large rejects this approach and reflects, instead, the injunction of relational justice that the duty of care owed by the injurer to the victim should be partially measured by the latter’s sensibility. The injurer must be (and is) responsible to take extra care to protect the disabled person from her dangerous activity.

III. Internal Challenges

Private law does not always—let alone fully—comply with the prescriptions of structural pluralism and interpersonal accommodation. But rather than undermining the autonomy-based theory of private law outlined above, such blemishes highlight its significance as a source of internal critique that can help push private law to better conform to its normative promise. These blemishes highlight, in other words, the challenges of private law to which we can now (finally) turn.

A. Missing Frameworks

Ensuring sufficient diversity of valuable contract types and property institutions is a core feature, benefit, and indeed obligation of a private law regime committed to individual autonomy. Autonomy theories of private law—even of contract (including Raz’s)—have missed the crucial role of this obligation, maybe because they constricted their view of contract down to the symmetrical and discrete arm’s-length exchange. If one takes the contribution of contract and property to autonomy seriously, then private law theory must celebrate the multiplicity of contract types and property institutions, rather than suppress them (as variations on a common theme) or marginalise them (as peripheral exceptions to a robust core).

Multiplicity per se is not enough. What is particularly significant to choice, and thus to autonomy, is the multiplicity of alternatives within any given sphere of interpersonal activity. A liberal private law must include sufficiently distinct contract types and property

30 I do not address the question of which legal institution should discharge of these challenges. The institutional issue is distinct from the substantive one—see above n 4—and it requires a necessarily contextual analysis of the comparative advantages, in terms of both competence and accountability, of courts, legislatures, and other potential legal actors for each of the tasks at hand. Cf H Dagan, ‘Judges and Property’ in S Balganesh (ed), Intellectual Property and the Common Law (New York, Cambridge University Press, 2013) 17.
institutions for the diverse social settings and economic functions in which law facilitates interpersonal interactions. Only such a rich repertoire can enable people to freely choose their own ends, principles, forms of life, and associations.

(i) Innovative Contract Types

Contract law nicely demonstrates the reformist potential of this liberal obligation to provide *intra*-sphere diversity. By and large, modern contract law complies with this prescription in the commercial sphere. In this sphere, powerful economic forces catalyse demand—legal entrepreneurs see value from one-off creation of new forms that are then standardised, replicated, and sometimes codified as discrete types—so the task of contract law can be mostly reactive. But as people’s ends move away from strict maximisation of economic surplus—that is, for most contracting—there is less reason to believe that market-driven contract types offer us what we need as free individuals. Thus, an autonomy-based contract law should prioritise settings where law’s enabling role can best support autonomy through new contracting practices.

It is difficult to expect that legal systems would routinely invent new contract types. Indeed, carrying out the state’s obligation to enhance choice in such a top-down fashion is not necessarily desirable, given the comparative disadvantage of state institutions vis-à-vis contractual parties in coming up with appropriate innovations. For this reason, at least in typical cases, the carriers of contract law need not (maybe even should not) engage in innovative design. They should, however, proactively look out for innovations—such as those based on minority views and utopian theories—that have some traction but would fail if left to people’s own devices due to predictable market failures of various kinds. The state should be favourably predisposed to such innovations even absent significant apparent demand insofar as these outliers have the potential to add valuable options for human flourishing that significantly broaden people’s choices.

Take the sphere of employment. The prevailing structure of employment contracts offers a binaric choice between employee and independent contractor status. But emerging new forms on the ground—such as on-demand workers who find job assignments via apps (like Uber) or workers seeking the creation of specifically designated worker co-ops—may call for additional categories and thus additional choice. There are also other possibilities that diverge even further from the existing employment landscape. For example, law can be instrumental in facilitating job-sharing arrangements that stabilise defaults regarding responsibility, attribution, decision-making mechanisms, time division, sharing space and equipment, and availability on off days. By the same token, an autonomy-based approach to employment contracts would suggest that instead of choosing between the ‘at will’ and the ‘for cause’ regimes as defaults, states would be advised to promulgate two parallel employment types, so that employers would need to opt in to one or the other.

Pursuing this prescription of securing such intra-sphere multiplicity is important not only in the employment sphere. It can also be invaluable in other spheres, such as home ownership. (Consider, for example, the benefits of providing ‘off-the-rack’ contractual


33 See Dagan and Heller (n 1), on which the remainder of this subsection draws heavily.
arrangements for the emerging insurance and financial products that allow home owners to share or offload the risk that the value of their home will decrease due to changes in the character of the neighbourhood or in the overall housing market. But the structural pluralist agenda cannot contend with the intuitive appeal of these (or similar) suggestions. It requires a more systemic analysis.

Such an inquiry raises—as Ori Aronson indicates—two interrelated questions: (1) ‘what is the “pluralistically optimal” amount of alternatives a state is required to (strive to) provide?’, and (2) ‘what is the “optimal” degree of variance the state should seek to maintain among the given alternatives?’ Addressing these questions—which Aronson terms ‘the N question’ and ‘the Δ question’—in the various spheres of contracting raises complex issues. To be sure, some initial propositions, on which the intuitive appeal of the above suggestions may lie, are possible. Thus, N should probably not get too big, lest people’s effective choice be curtailed by too many distinct alternatives; and Δ should not be too small, for an insignificant Δ implies that there is no meaningful intra-sphere multiplicity. But these propositions are quite minimal. A robust autonomy-enhancing research agenda requires a refocus of behavioural and institutional economics studies of contract law so as to more precisely explore the actual determinants of these variables in order to identify the optimal N and Δ for any sphere of contracting. Further research should also carefully consider other factors—such as market structure and political economy—that may require actively limiting multiplicity or at least guarding against its potential pitfalls. These (and similar) inquiries may also help reformers to decide which innovative contract types law should facilitate. A particularly complex challenge of such a process is to assess the meaning of long-term convergence notwithstanding the availability of multiple options: does it derive from the designers’ failure to create the appropriate contract types or to communicate properly their potential virtues to contracting parties? Or perhaps this suggests that choice is less important than they thought it to be in this sphere?

(ii) A Residual (Well-Publicised) Category of Privately Tailored Property?

An autonomy-based private law requires more than a rich variety of state-sponsored frameworks. Alongside this menu, it must offer a residual category of freestanding forms of interaction. Such a category allows autonomous individuals to reject the state’s favoured frameworks and decide for themselves how to arrange their interpersonal relationships; to ‘invent’ their own private forms of interaction.
On its face, contract law already complies with this prescription. But it is unclear whether what is currently termed ‘general’ contract law is properly tailored for the task. A residual law of freestanding contracting should be shaped around the obligation to take idiosyncrasy seriously, rather than piggybacking on the arm’s-length commercial contract that the Willistonian project imagined as the default. A residual contract law that can serve as such a liberating device should be as open as possible to idiosyncratic choices, and thus arguably ‘emptier’. This probably means that rather than setting up majoritarian defaults, it should be guided by an effort to set aside such conventional preconceptions and offer as many checklists as possible, thus allowing people to check an option or enter their own.41

This possible modification to contract law is not insignificant. But the challenge an autonomy-based understanding of private law poses to property is even more demanding, because property law typically offers only standardised forms of property. Indeed, although the *numerus clausus* principle is not universal, it is a typical feature of many post-feudal property systems, and its prevailing understanding stands in sharp contrast to the prescription of offering a sufficiently salient and vibrant residual category of private arrangement.

To be sure, an autonomy-based understanding of private law fully justifies the *numerus clausus* principle insofar as it is understood as a means of facilitating stable categories of state-supported property institutions and standardising their incidents. In line with the notion of structural pluralism, such standardised property institutions consolidate people’s expectations so that they know what they are getting into when entering, for example, a joint tenancy, a common interest community, or, for that matter, a marriage and furthermore express the law’s normative ideals for these core types of human relationships. Both roles—consolidating expectations and expressing ideal forms of relationships—require some measure of stability; and to form effective frameworks of social interaction and cooperation, property law can recognise a necessarily limited number of categories of relationships and resources. A set of fairly precise rules and informed (rather than open-ended) standards must govern each property institution to enable people to predict the consequences of various future contingencies and to plan and structure their lives accordingly.43

The conventional understanding of the *numerus clausus* principle, however, goes further than that—it stands for the proposition that ‘property rights exist [only] in a fixed number of forms’, so that private arrangements can enjoy the status of property only if they are pigeonholed into the menu of state-recognised property forms. But even the most sophisticated attempts to justify this further dimension of the *numerus clausus* principle...
principle fail. Thus, although ostensibly it seems to be an anti-fragmentation device, needed for addressing anticommons difficulties, there are ‘much more direct and cost-effective methods of preventing excess fragmentation of property rights’, and in any event ‘the size of parcels or the number of co-owners generate’ much more pressing fragmentation problems. Similarly unconvincing is the notion that the *numerus clausus* principle serves to reduce the communication costs of third parties who need to determine the attributes of property rights in order to avoid violating them or to acquire them from present owners. The relevant legitimate concern of such third parties is the verification of ownership of rights; this means that—unlike contract—property law must provide mechanisms for giving effective notice about the partitioning of property rights in a given asset among several people, but while the way information is structured affects the costs of processing it, this marginal effect cannot plausibly justify the onerous *numerus clausus* principle.

Whereas an autonomy-based theory of private law celebrates law’s traditional facilitation of property institutions along the lines of the structural pluralist injunction, it must rethink the traditional hostility towards tailor-made property rights. To be sure, an autonomy-based law is perfectly justified in proscribing arrangements insofar as they entail negative external effects—both social (eg segregation) and economic (eg fragmentation)—or impinge upon individual rights (either those of the parties themselves or of third parties). But these are concerns that are, as they should be, addressed even respecting state-sponsored property institutions. They can, and should, similarly limit the ability of people to tailor their property arrangements in accordance with the way they prefer to shape their interpersonal relationships. But they do not establish an a priori obstacle to such private orderings.

Indeed, people may legitimately want to accommodate their property arrangements to their particular needs and circumstances. In a liberal society, citizens should be free to reject many of law’s messages and to repudiate at least some of the values recommended by the state. An autonomy-based conception of private law must facilitate, rather than block, this option. This means that to fully justify the *numerus clausus* principle, property law should also include (as contract law does) a residual category of private arrangement in addition to the state-sponsored property institutions. Designing such a category and making it sufficiently salient and vibrant is not a trivial task, but two guidelines seem straightforward: (1) the significance to people’s autonomy of opening up this option justifies investing some technological effort in developing effective means to provide notice to third parties as to the content of such an arrangement; and (2) the risks and costs of possible misunderstandings due to its idiosyncrasy or ambiguity should be allocated to the parties of such an arrangement, rather than to these third parties.
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46 See Merrill and Smith (n 42) 52–53.
47 ibid 26–34.
49 See Merrill and Smith (n 42) 33, 43–45.
50 See, eg, *Restatement (Third) of Servitudes* §3 (ALI, 2000).
B. Just Practices

The main challenge posed to private law by the prescription of structural pluralism is indeed that of looking for missing frameworks, both specific alternatives for any given sphere of interaction and the residual category of private arrangement just mentioned. It is time to turn to the other prescription of an autonomy-based private law theory, that of interpersonal accommodation. As noted, significant parts of private law already comply with this obligation of reciprocal interpersonal recognition. But taking it seriously requires a critical investigation of doctrines and rules that do not.

The existence of some gaps between current private law and the demands of just relationships should not be surprising. It reflects not only the usual feature of legal theories, like the one articulated in these pages, which seek to flesh out implicit normative underpinnings of a set of legal doctrines. Rather, these gaps also derive from the fact that the obligation of interpersonal accommodation is rarely, if ever, the sole value at hand. Indeed, people’s robust interdependence, which gives rise to this obligation, typically manifests itself in social practices, that is forms of orderly human activity. Each of these practices is composed of events, actions, and attitudes that are understood to either exemplify, embody, or constitute a substantive good or goods.

Because every practice is supposed to be rationally conducive to the pursuit of its underlying good(s), each such practice is typically informative regarding the contents of the terms of interaction in the particular context. To be sure, in many cases—the easy cases, which fully conform to the interpersonal accommodation obligation—these considerations simply fine-tune this abstract injunction by specifying, for example, the personal qualities that should be determinative in setting the terms of the particular interaction and how decisive they should be. The more challenging cases—my focus here—arise where the particular practice does not comply with the demands of relational justice. In these cases we must consider the existence, and ultimate strength, of countervailing values. Where the legal infrastructure of a particular social practice is inconsistent with relational justice, private law needs to decide whether the values underlying that practice defy the demands of interpersonal accommodation. It can abolish the practice as relationally unjust, or reinstate it notwithstanding this deficiency; at times, it may also reform it by making it congruent with relational justice.

Some relationally unjust practices seem beyond rehabilitation; their repressive nature leaves no moral choice but to discard them altogether. Slavery is an obvious example of a practice indisputably undeserving of a charitable transformation. But in small-scale instances of flatly illiberal social practices, the option of transformation is quite attractive—a successful reconciliation of a social practice with the demands of relational justice can dissolve the difficulty of conflict of values.

Consider the history of the traditional ideal of a marital community as a locus of sharing and trust. Marriage law, including marital property law, has a long, persistent, and shameful tradition in which this ideal has been abused to shield subordinating patriarchal structures. Patriarchal marriages allow men to capture a disproportionately high share of the

51 See Dagan and Dorfman (n 1). Thus, for example, our transportation practices imply the significance of qualities associated with both the ability to decide where and when to cross the street and the competency to respond to the surrounding environment, as well as the irrelevance of potential victims’ political sensibilities.
benefits of marriage and to bear a disproportionately low share of its costs: ‘When we look seriously at the distribution between husbands and wives of such critical social goods as work (paid and unpaid), power, prestige, self-esteem, opportunities for self-development, and both physical and economic security, we find socially constructed inequalities between them, right down the list.’\(^{52}\) People may, of course, engage in many joint enterprises where equality is not necessary. Joint owners in a business, for instance, may divide the ownership interest 70–30 without raising any alarm. But it would be perverse to conceive of a marriage of this sort, where one spouse has a recognised controlling interest in the property that partially constitutes the marriage, and, correspondingly, in marital decisions. One reason for this difference is that marriage is a more pervasive engagement than any other enterprise. Disparity in the control of marital property moves beyond simple inequality—which an individual may rightly choose as a means to other ends—to subordination, which systematically denies the importance of whatever ends that individual chooses.\(^{53}\)

Some commentators have proposed a radical solution—giving up on marriage altogether.\(^{54}\) There are valid pragmatic reasons to resist this option. Because of the intense long-term fusion of marriage, it is one of the few relationships that can produce the communal goods of interpersonal trust, caring, and commitment. For this reason, attempts to erase marriage are likely to be futile: people will continue to partner despite the lack of legal marriage, but will do so without the protections against subordination that the law can provide.\(^{55}\) There are also principled reasons for the option of transforming, rather than eradicating marriage; these reasons are more important for our purposes. The principled reasons challenge the purported conflict between non-subordination—which is an obvious component of the maxim of relational justice—and the communal goods of marriage. The explanation for this is quite straightforward: an oppressive marriage is not only unjust in that it deprives the subordinated spouse of both a voice and a viable option of exit, and thus becomes a threat to a spouse’s basic personhood; it also precludes realisation of intimacy, caring, commitment, emotional attachment and self-identification. Because ‘[o]ne committed and loving partner cannot unequivocally rejoice in his life with his partner if he knows that the other finds the relationship oppressive in some way’,\(^{56}\) an inegalitarian marriage deprives both spouses of the unique collective goods of marriage; it renders marriage an anathema to genuine community. Reforming marriage law so that it complies with the obligations of relational justice would thus also facilitate its compliance with its communitarian DNA. To do so, marriage must be reconstructed such that the marital community is bound by a commitment to equality as non-subordination and the various doctrines governing marriage be adjusted to this revitalised understanding. Pursuing this is a complex task, which I have attempted to undertake elsewhere.\(^{57}\) For our purposes it is enough


\(^{53}\) See Dagan, *Property* (n 1) 206.

\(^{54}\) See M Fineman, *The Neutered Mother, the Sexual Family and Other Twentieth Century Tragedies* (New York, Routledge, 1995) 228–30.


\(^{57}\) See Dagan, *Property* (n 1) ch 9 (reconceptualising marriage as as an egalitarian liberal community and discussing in some detail the implications on marital property law).
to point to the vivid illustration it provides for a (relatively) happy reconciliation between a nonconforming social practice and the demands of relational justice.\textsuperscript{58}

There are also really difficult cases. In these cases there is a genuine conflict between the demands of relational justice and the substantive good a particular social practice is understood to embody that is typified by a principled insensitivity to interpersonal accommodation, which may, nonetheless, be grounded on perfectly valid liberal foundations. Thus, a robust practice of freedom of expression can explain granting citizens the privilege to ridicule and even harm others, including an almost complete disregard of the latter’s personal qualities, which is to say their judgments, character traits, and personal circumstances (such as race).\textsuperscript{59} Arguably, a structurally similar observation can be made with respect to some of the economic harms generated by moderately regulated economic competition amongst market participants.\textsuperscript{60} To be sure, these observations do not imply that the value of free speech, or of economic competition, warrants absolute dominion over the demands of relational justice. After all, the tort of defamation and other criminal prohibitions (eg on hate speech) may certainly be justified on the basis of relational justice, and certain forms of intentional interference with one’s economic interests can likewise give rise to tort liability on account of the demands of relational justice (among other accounts). But these examples illustrate that there can be liberal practices whose animating good brings pressure to bear against the normative commitments that generally inform relationally just terms of interaction. These and similar hard cases\textsuperscript{61} raise difficult normative questions that can be properly determined only by reference to an overall theory of justice, rather than relational justice alone.

C. Private-Public Hybridity

I turn now to the third challenge of private law: coordinating its efforts of securing and facilitating interpersonal relationships premised on reciprocal respect to self-authorship with public law. This challenge may seem misplaced, maybe even objectionable, to private law theorists who perceive the impetus of this enterprise in ascertaining the necessary and sufficient features that separate private law from public law. The most ambitious position along these lines is taken by Kantian authors who insist that these are dichotomous and mutually exclusive categories, due to both their normative contents and the distinctive legal forms in which they are instantiated.\textsuperscript{62} Civil recourse theory joins forces to the separa-
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64 Both lessons imply, in other words, that these legal hybrids are not ‘merely temporary creatures, awaiting their extinctions through novel ways of legal conceptualizing and mapping of our legal universe.’ Contra K Tuori, ‘On Legal Hybrids’ in H-W Micklitz and Y Svetiev (eds), A Self-Sufficient European Private Law—A viable Concept? (Fiesole, European University Institute Working Papers, 2012) 67. In this they nicely fit the legal realist programme of functional taxonomy that allows some degree of overlap between categories. See Dagan, Reconstructing American Legal Realism & Rethinking Private Law Theory (n 10) ch 6.

(i) Contract Types and Regulation

Modern contract law provides an important example for the potential significance of a supporting public law infrastructure. To be sure, by constructing a rich variety of types contract law already performs an indispensable autonomy-enhancing role of facilitating our ability legitimately to enlist others to various projects, both instrumental and communitarian. But traditional contract law cannot always, or even typically, do this work on its own. Indeed, in order to flourish, many contract types require some regulatory support.
Consider consumer transactions, the type of contract into which most of us enter on a daily basis in running our ordinary way of life. Consumer contract law—comprised of a specific set of rules dealing with issues like disclosure, cancellation, and warranty, which all go far beyond the protective measures anticipated by ‘classical’ contract law—plays a crucial role in making these contracts viable. But consumer protection law includes not only contract rules that apply to the interacting parties. It also contains a thick layer of measures administered at both state and federal levels.

States’ Unfair and Deceptive Practices Acts or similar legislation regulate, among others, various types of misleading statements and representations as well as other deceptive acts and practices. In addition to establishing a private right of action, these laws entrust government officials—typically the state Attorney-General’s office; in some cases also municipal consumer protection offices at the city and county level—with the authority to administer and enforce these rules. Likewise, the Federal Trade Commission is quite active in regulating consumer transactions, taking actions in areas like misleading advertising, coercive or deceptive sales techniques, and marketing campaigns that prey on the credulity of the young, the elderly, or the infirm. And there are of course additional agencies, such as the Food and Drug Administration, or the newly formed Consumer Financial Protection Bureau, which similarly regulate specific industries in ways that are also crucial for the customers of these particular industries.

These and many other administrative apparatuses—think antitrust, securities regulation, or regulation of credit and debt collection—seek to target systemic market failures that can hardly be addressed on the transactional level. They also provide (when they work well) the infrastructure for a secure marketplace within which effective choices can be made. In this way, these public law devices comply with the public responsibility of facilitating our private interactions. Significant as they are, they supplement, rather than supplant, the contract rules of consumer transactions (or other contract types).
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67 See ibid §§ 7:1 (role of state Attorney-Generals), 7:28 (municipal enforcement).


72 See J Singer, No Freedom without Regulation: The Hidden Lesson of the Subprime Crisis (New Haven CT, Yale University Press, 2015) 64.

73 A somewhat similar example comes from the context of child support, where the primary responsibility should be private and relational, but fulfilling the parallel public responsibility requires that the state assist in enforcing the relational responsibilities or even provide some insurance against non-compliance with them. See generally J Millar and A Warman, ‘Family Obligations in Europe’ (London, Family Policy Studies Centre, 1996) 24; R Lerman and E Sorensen, ‘Child Support: Interactions between Private and Public Transfers’ in R Moffitt (ed), Means-Tested Transfer Programs in the United States (Chicago II, University of Chicago Press, 2003) 587.
(ii) Addressing Important Public Concerns

Hybrid arrangements of this sort not only represent public law’s support of private law’s horizontal mission; at times, they represent private law’s accommodation of important public law concerns. Indeed, although the distinctive intrinsic value of private law lies in its pursuit of relational justice, private law should not be oblivious to the responsibilities of the liberal state to secure distributive justice, democratic citizenship, and aggregate welfare. Quite the contrary, it should contend with possible tensions between the essentially interpersonal focus of private law and the requirements of fair distribution, equal citizenship, or efficiency and try to adapt its doctrinal framework accordingly. Such an adjustment is often possible because a duty of accommodation grounded in relational justice is a range property: it need not entail an either/or trade-off, but rather allow a restriction of individuals’ responsibility by shifting some of the burden onto public law.

Consider employers’ duties of accommodation. Relational justice requires that an employer would not be entitled to turn down a job candidate due to personal qualities such as disability, familial status, and religious affiliation. This obligation can impose non-trivial costs, such as the construction of an accessible workplace, or the obligation to accommodate dietary requirements, holy days, or dress codes. Considerations of both distributive justice and democratic citizenship imply that some of these costs are society’s to bear. The law governing work-related accommodation nicely responds to this challenge. It exempts employers from making accommodation arrangements that exceed a determined reasonable level and, thus, impose undue hardship which would have placed them under a threat of self-effacement (which self-defeats relational justice); in other cases—those which are more important for our purposes—it takes the form of a hybrid that both insists upon a relational duty of accommodation (as opposed to, say, a sheer incentive to those who accommodate) and offers ameliorative arrangements like tax incentives or other publicly funded benefits that address these public concerns.

A similar analysis can justify regulatory frameworks—such as workers’ compensation schemes, or the New Zealand public insurance scheme—that collectivise some parts of...
IV. Concluding Remarks

For too long, most approaches to the study of private law have been divided into two conflicting, but similarly disappointing, positions. Both traditionalists and their critics share the same understanding of private law as structured around a commitment to individual independence and formal equality. But the facts of interdependence and personal difference as well as the crucial role of law in sustaining our private law institutions imply that this conception betrays the most fundamental commitments of a liberal polity to individual self-determination (not merely independence) and thus to substantive (not just formal) equality. Fortunately, this traditional (libertarian) conception of private law is also quite removed from the actual manifestations of private law in contemporary liberal society.

A genuinely liberal conception of private law understands its doctrines as ideal frameworks for respectful interaction between self-determining individuals, which are indispensable for a society where all recognise one another as genuinely free and equal agents. This understanding accepts the primary responsibility of public law to collective values like distributive justice, democratic equality, or aggregate welfare. But it insists that the traditional division of labour between public and private law in which the sole responsibility of individuals is to pursue their ends using their fair share is deeply misguided. Private law—the law of our interpersonal relationships as individuals, rather than citizens or patients of the welfare state—is responsible for ensuring that in these horizontal interactions we respect each other’s right to self-determination and thus to substantive equality. This responsibility becomes particularly acute in a transnational era which is increasingly typified by interaction between individuals who are not compatriots and may thus not enjoy the same starting point.

I believe that the autonomy-based understanding of private law discussed in these pages can helpfully inform the substantive law governing interpersonal interactions across

---


81 See Dagan and Dorfman (n 1).
national borders. This significant endeavour of devising the tenets of what can be called international private law cannot be addressed here.\textsuperscript{82} But even if we set it—and further challenges—aside, the research agenda for an autonomy-based private law is rich and exciting. In order for private law to better conform to its normative promise, its carriers must proactively seek to enrich the repertoire of sufficiently distinctive contract types and property forms it offers and furthermore design sufficiently salient and vibrant residual categories for both contract and property. They should also carefully scrutinise the prevailing law in order to examine doctrines that deviate from the obligation of interpersonal accommodation and decide whether to abolish, reform, or reinstate these doctrines given the normative weight of their underlying commitments. Finally, a reinvigorated private law needs to carefully explore the ways it can recruit public law to better secure its horizontal tasks as well as the means by which it can properly respond to public concerns while upholding its intrinsic virtue as the guardian of relational justice.

\textsuperscript{82} For a preliminary attempt, see H Dagan and A Dorfman, ‘The Human Right to Private Property’ (2017) \textit{Theoretical Inquiries in Law} forthcoming.

\textsuperscript{83} One important challenge to any private law theory is to consider if and how it should be refined in contexts in which corporate or governmental bodies, rather than natural persons, are involved in horizontal dealings. Cases involving corporations are particularly intriguing, because at bottom a corporation is a private law device that facilitates, in line with the prescription of structural pluralism, a specific set of autonomy-enhancing horizontal interactions. Figuring out the implications of this rudimentary understanding of the corporate form—and considering how it can be reconciled with a collectivist conceptualisation of corporations as means for commandeering private resources for the efficient production of public goods—is a major task, which requires a full-blown theory of corporation.